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Mr. G. T. Fogas, Assistant Sales Manager  
Indiana Gear Works  
32 Mayflower Parkway  
Westport  
CONNECTICUT

Dear Mr. Fogas:

After your call of about a week ago, I called Bob Cunningham and verbally agreed to the following. He asked that a written confirmation be sent to him through you.

Davy & United Order No. A4-9700  
STELCO Finishing Mill Bevels - 164970 through 164977 and 164575 through 164582

The tooth profile, fillet radius and tooth bottom will be machined to our $F_2$ surface finish, 63 micro-inches or better. The top land and the end faces of the teeth will be machined to our $F_1$ surface finish, 125 micro-inches or better. The corners on the teeth at the top land and for the complete tooth profile in the end faces will be rounded smoothly to a .03-.06 inch radius.

Very truly yours

Maurice Knott, Research Engineer  
Research Department  
MORGAN CONSTRUCTION COMPANY

MK/cac  
c. c. R. Cunningham, Indiana Gear Works, Indianapolis, Indiana  
b. c. c. R. Smola  
T. Whittington